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Abstract: A new subspecies, Parnassius charltonius platon 
ssp. n., from the Turkestansky Mts. range, is described; 
ho lo type male deposited in Zoological Institute of Russian 
Aca de my of Sciences in St.Petersburg. A short com pa ra tive 
diag no sis is given to all taxa of the ro ma novi sub spe cies
group: Par nas sius charltonius romanovi GrumGrshi mai lo, 
1885, P. ch. vaporosus Avinov, 1913, P. ch. ljudmilae Le sin & 
Kaa bak, 1991, P. ch. aenigma Du ba to lov & Milko, 2003, P. 
ch. eugenia Churkin, 2009, P. ch. so chivkoi Chur kin, 2009, P. 
ch. varvara Churkin, 2009.
Keywords: new taxon, romanovicomplex, hostplant, Cory
dalis, trophic links, PamirAlai.

Новый подвид Par nas sius charltonius Gray, 1852 из 
Туркестанского хребта (Le pi doptera, Papilionidae) 
(Сочивко А. В. и Каабак Л. В.)

Резюме. В статье описывается новый подвид аполлона Чарль 
тона, Parnassius charltonius platon ssp. n., обнар уженный в 
центральной части Туркестанского хребта; голотип (самец) 
хранится в Зоологическом институте РАН в СанктПетербурге. 
Приво дится краткий сравни тельный диагноз со всеми так
сонами группы подвидов romanovi: Parnassius charl tonius 
romanovi GrumGrshi mai lo, 1885, P. ch. va po ro sus Avi nov, 
1913, P. ch. ljudmilae Le sin & Kaabak, 1991, P. ch. ae nig ma 
Dubatolov & Milko, 2003, P. ch. eu ge nia Chur kin, 2009, P. 
ch. sochivkoi Chur kin, 2009, P. ch. varvara Chur kin, 2009.

Eine neue Unterart von Parnassius charltonius Gray, 
1852 aus dem Turkestanskyi Khrebet (Lepidoptera, 
Papilionidae)

Zusammenfassung: Eine neue Unterart, Parnassius charl
to nius platon ssp. n., aus dem Turkestanskyi Khrebet 
(Ge bir ge) wird beschrieben; der männliche Holotypus wird 
im Zoo lo gischen Museum der Russischen Akademie der 
Wis sen schaften in St. Petersburg aufbewahrt. Die neue 
Un ter art wird vergleichen mit den anderen Unterarten 
aus der ro manoviSubspeciesgruppe: Parnassius charltonius 
ro ma no vi GrumGrshimailo, 1885, P. ch. vaporosus Avinov, 
1913, P. ch. ljudmilae Lesin & Kaabak, 1991, P. ch. aenigma 
Du ba tolov & Milko, 2003, P. ch. eugenia Churkin, 2009, P. 
ch. sochivkoi Churkin, 2009, P. ch. varvara Churkin, 2009.

Introduction

The systematic study of the PamirAlaian Lepidoptera 
fau na in 2003–2010 by the entomologists Leonid Kaa
bak, Andrey Sochivko and Victor Lesin results in dis co
ve ry of a series of new populations of Parnassius charl
tonius Gray. Significant findings were made in re la tion 
to trophic links between this species and its hostplants 
from the genus Corydalis DC., and the patterns of al ti
tude distribution of the populations were clarified.

In the summer of 2009 our group studied the territory 
from the Central and Inner TianShan to the eastern 
part of the Turkestansky Mts. range within the bor ders 

of Kyrgyzstan. Many P. charltonius specimens were col
lect ed from several localities of the northern ma cro
slo p es of the Alai and Turkestansky Mts. ranges. Along 
their en tire length these ranges provide a broad di ver
si ty of bio topes inhabited by different endemic species 
of nontu berous perennial xerophilic Corydalis species 
be lon g ing to the section Strictae (Fedde) Wen delbo 1974 
and cha  rac te ris tic of the PamirAlai mountain system 
(Mi khai lo va 1982). The magnificent canyon of the Sokh 
River dis tinct ly separates the mentioned ranges. Field 
work in the river basin area undertaken in 2009 by the 
first author re sulted in an unexpected and very in  ter  est
ing find ing: these Corydalis species — the host plants of 
P. charl tonius — do not grow in this canyon; they were 
only found further to the west, in the cen tral part of the 
Turkestansky Range, at the Taji kis tan bor der. Therefore, 
the populations of the butterflies in Tur kes tansky Range 
became isolated from the east ern group of populations 
inhabiting Alai and Transalai moun  tain ranges.

In June 2010 an additional material was collected by us 
from this area: L. Kaabak during his field research col
lect ed the butterflies on Kyrgyzstan territory, whereas A. 
Sochivko, V. Lesin and E. Fominykh worked on ad ja cent 
territory in Tajikistan. This material confirms a con sis
ten cy of principal morphological futures of these but ter
flies and their trophic links, and we describe them here 
as a new subspecies. This new subspecies is in cluded in 
the romanovicomplex (according to Kreuz berg 1985), 
with the namegiving taxon being P. ch. ro ma novi Grum
Grshimailo, 1885.

S. Churkin (2009) in his revision of the MiddleAsian 
sub species group of P. charltonius designated the lec
to type of P. ch. romanovi Gr.Gr., 1885 and eliminated 
the misidentifications which occurred concerning the 
de scription of this taxon. At the same time, 3 new sub
spe cies of P. charltonius from the northern PamirAlai 
and the adjacent part of the Inner TianShan were 
de scrib ed in this paper, and detailed comparative diag
no sis was also given. Thus, the romanovicomplex is 
en larg ed to 8 subspecies (including the one described 
here): P. ch. romanovi GrumGrshimailo, 1885, P. ch. 
va po rosus Avinov, 1913, P. ch. ljudmilae Lesin & Kaa bak, 
1991, P. ch. aenigma Dubatolov & Milko, 2003, P. ch. 
eugenia Churkin, 2009, P. ch. sochivkoi Churkin, 2009, 
P. ch. varvara Churkin, 2009, and P. ch. platon ssp. n. 
(see Map of type localities and Figs. 1–4 and 7–20). Our 
many years of experience in researching the population 
di ver sity and differentiation of P. charltonius lead us to 
state that the distribution areas of the ma jo rity of the 
mentioned subspecies have sufficiently dis tinct border 
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lines. We would also like to suggest that P. ch. aenigma 
should be moved to another group, but this will require 
further research.

The holotype and two paratypes (♂♀) of the new taxon 
will be deposited in Zoological Institute of Russian 
Academy of Sciences in St.Petersburg. Other paratypes 
are held in the private collections of A. Sochivko, L. 
Kaabak, V. Lesin, S. Churkin, V. Ganson (Moscow), V. 
Titov (Zhukovsky), B. Khramov (St.Petersburg).
Abbreviations: fw. — forewing; HT — holotype; hw. — hindwing; 
PLT — paralectotype; PT[s] — paratype[s]; TPT — topotype; ups. — 
upperside; uns. — underside; wsp. — wing span.

Systematic part

Parnassius charltonius platon ssp. n.
(Figs. 1–3)

Holotype ♂: SW Kyrgyzstan, Turkestansky Mts. Range, 
Sarkat River, 1500 m above s.  l., 15. vii. 2009, A. Sochivko 
leg.; deposited in Zoological Institute of Russian Academy of 
Sciences in St.Petersburg.
Paratypes: 29 ♂♂, 7 ♀♀, the same data as in the holotype, 
1500–1800 m above s. l., 12.–18. vii. 2009, A. Sochivko leg.; 2 
♂♂, 2 ♀♀, the same data, 1700–1800 m above s. l., 12.–18. vii. 
2009, L. Kaabak leg.; 6 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀, the same data, V. Lesin leg.; 
16 ♂♂, 6 ♀♀, the same data, 20.–27. vii. 2010, L. Kaabak leg.; 8 
♂♂, 4 ♀♀, N. Tajikistan, Turkestansky Mts. Range, Jangiaryk 
River, 1900 m above s. l., 26.–27. vii. 2010, A. Sochivko leg.; 5 
♂♂, 5 ♀♀, the same data, V. Lesin leg.
Etymology. The new subspecies is named after Platon 
Pen’koff, a kindhearted and wise person, the grandfather 
of the first author, A. Sochivko.

Description

Generally, the new subspecies is smaller than the ma jo
ri ty of other subspecies, has a stable wing pattern which 
varies only in minor details. The sexual di mor phism is 
moderate and is manifested in slight dif fer en ces in the 
size of the specimens, wing shape, and in ten si ty of wing 
pigmentation.

♂: fw. length 39 mm in the HT (wsp. 70 mm), 34–39 mm 
in PTs (wsp. 60–71 mm). The ground colour is whitish, 
not bright, with yellowishgray tint. The apex of the fw. is 
not sharpened, the external side of the wing is rounded. 
The pattern is well expressed and de ve lop ed, moderately 
contrasting. The semitransparent mar ginal band is 
4–4.5 mm wide at the upper part, its internal margin being 
even and smooth, not crescentshaped, with a more or 
less distinct projection in the field М2–3. All ♂♂ have a full, 
wide submarginal band (a character which was known in 
the past for P. ch. ljud mi lae only). It is semitransparent, 
too, insignificantly dar k er and thinner than the marginal 
band (3.5–4 mm in its upper part), not crescentshaped, 
smoothly curved, with out any sharp break at vein M2, 
and is separated from the marginal band by an equally 
wide (about 2 mm) field of light background colour. The 
postdiscal band is usually narrower in its upper part than 
the submarginal band and has contact with the latter at 
vein M2. In its middle part, between veins 3 and Cu2, the 
postdiscal band is less developed and very wavy; in the 

lower part it is arcshaped, always clearly expressed and 
extends a bit below vein 2A. It is worth noting that this 
band comes into contact with the lower discal spot (i.e., 
is situated in the middle of the discal cell) in most of the 
specimens; in some cases they are separated by a nar row 
strip of light background colour. Both discal cell spots are 
not very wide; the lower one is clearly rect an gu l ar, while 
the upper one is slightly widened to the cos t al vein and 
slightly notched at the apical part of the dis cal cell. These 
spots are intensely black; the light field between them is 
usually equal to their width. The fw. basal area is covered 
with diffused, scarce dots over black scales.

In contrast to the fw., some elements of the hw. pattern 
are significantly reduced compared to other subspecies. 
Along the marginal part of the wing there is a distinct 
dark dashed line. The semitransparent dark part of the 
submarginal band is not wide and engulfs the spots. 
These spots are not large, ovalelongate; the suffusion 
with bluish scales on the spots is moderate, diffused, and 
it is almost totally absent on the upper spot (be t ween 
veins M1 and Rs). The main differences lie in the ele
ments of the postdiscal area; these elements are se par
at ed from the submarginal band by a wide field of light 
background. The posterior ocellus M is deformed in an 
interesting manner: in most of the specimens it is clearly 
divided into 2 unequal parts by a black stripe, which goes 
along vein M2. At the inner side the black rim of this 
ocellus is unusually zigzagshaped; at the outer side the 
rim is thin and well pronounced. The white pupil in the 
upper part of the Mocellus (between veins 1 and 2) is 
bright, with clearcut borders, usually tri an gul ar; some 
specimens have a vague small pupil or just several white 
scales between veins 2 and 3. The an te rior ocellus (costal 
eyespot) is small, subtriangular, of ten completely black, 
without any red scales. Rarely some specimens with a 
developed costal eyespot have a white pupil on a red 
background. The analcubital spot is narrow and wavy 
with a limited area covered with red scales, rarely totally 
without them. Sometimes there is a faint, unclear dark 
suffusion in the field Cu1–3. The red colouration has 
an intensive carmine hue in fresh specimens but looks 
shaded because of welldeveloped black borders.

The pattern of the wing uns. is moderately contrasting, 
same as on ups. The black rim of the Mocellus elon gat es 
proximally and has a shape of a short tooth with more 
or less sharpened top; the costal eyespot has a dis tinct 
triangular shape, and it is twice as big as its duplicate on 
the ups. The nonmatching contours are well visible from 
the wing ups. (an assymmetry of this type is known in P. 
ch. eugenia only).

♀. The fw. length is 37–40  mm (wsp. 67–73  mm). The 
wings are more rounded and wide. The butterfly looks 
less contrasting: the background is the same as in ♂♂, 
but the dark pattern of the fw. is somewhat paler. The fw. 
marginal and submarginal bands are slightly wider. The 
postdiscal band is clearly separated from the lower discal 
spot by a 1.5–2 mm strip of light background co lour. The 
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other features of the pattern are analogous to the ones 
in ♂♂.

The hw. pattern of ♀♀ is more different from ♂♂, with 
its elements more developed. The stroke marginal line 
is clearly seen in all specimens. The black submarginal 
ocel li are larger, round eggshaped, but the blue suf fu
sion on them is less developed and sometimes almost dis
ap pears. The submarginal band is clearly separated from 
the postdiscal spots by the wide strip of light back ground 
colour. The posterior ocellus M is larger, fully rounded, 
clearly bordered, with a whitish pupil in its up per part 
(between veins M1 and M2); rarely a small pu pil appears 
in field 2–3. The hw. anterior ocellus (cos tal eyespot) 
is larger than in ♂♂, triangularly shap ed, with smooth 
angles and a whitish pupil with vague con tours. The anal
cubital spot is widened as in other sub species, but the red 
field is always limited by vein Cu1. The black suffusion in 
field Cu1–3 usually looks like a vague, short appendage 
of the cubital spot, but it reaches to the Mocellus in 
some specimens. The red co louration in fresh specimens 
has the same shaded car mine hue as in ♂♂.

In the hw. uns. pattern, the postdiscal Mocellus has a 
less developed proximal projection than in ♂♂, the con
tour of this ocellus fits to its duplicate on the ups.; the 
cos tal eyespot exceeds the one on the ups. by ap pro xi
mate ly one third.

Variation and comparative diagnosis

♂♂. Approximately 20% of ♂♂ have the following 
features: the wings are more elongated; the central part 
of the fw. postdiscal band (field Cu1–3) is partly re duc ed; 
the hw. anterior ocellus is more developed, with some 

red colouration. The second (small) white pupil ap pears 
in the hw. postdiscal Mocellus in ca. 30% of the ♂♂. The 
Mocellus disjunctive line is absent in ca. 10% of the ♂♂. 
The field Cu1–3 is absolutely free of any black scales in 
5–7% of the specimens.

♀♀. The part of the fw. postdiscal band in field Cu1–3 is 
stronger reduced in approximately 40% of the ♀♀. The 
hw. pattern is very stable: only in 7–8% of the ♀♀ there is 
no white pupil in the red costal eyespot, black scales are 
absent in field Cu1–3 between the analcubital spot and 
Mocellus, a second white pupil appears in the Mocel lus.

Within the romanovicomplex, P. ch. platon differs in the 
following features:

•	 less developed sexual dimorphism — from all other 
subspecies except P. ch. aenigma and P. ch. eu genia;

•	 smaller size — from all other subspecies except P. ch. 
eu genia (according to the original description); a com
parison is especially effective for ♀♀ which are of ten 
significantly larger than ♂♂ of other sub spe cies;

•	 less bright and contrasted colouration — firstly, from 
P. ch. aenigma and P. ch. eugenia; in the taxa with 
pronounced sexual dimorphism like P. ch. romanovi, 
P. ch. sochivkoi and P. ch. varvara only ♂♂ are more 
colour contrasted;

•	 the configuration and geometry of the fw.: strait fw. 
costal vein — from P. ch. varvara (it is slightly curved 
in its central part in both sexes of this taxa); and more 
rounded top of the wing in ♂♂ — from all other sub
species except P. ch. ljudmilae;

•	 the fw. pattern, which is very stable in both sexes: by 
the narrow marginal band with a smooth (not arch

Map of the type localities. Legend: 1 = Parnassius charltonius romanovi Gr.-Gr.; 2 = P. ch. vaporosus Av.; 3 = P. ch. sochivkoi Chur.; 4 = P. ch. eugenia 
Chur.; 5 = P. ch. varvara Chur.; 6 = P. ch. aenigma Dub. & Mil.; 7 = P. ch. ljudmilae Les. & Kaab.; 8 = P. ch. platon ssp. n.
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Plate 1: Parnassius charltonius platon ssp. n. Figs. 1, 1a: HT ♂, ups., uns. Figs. 2, 2a: PT ♂, ups., uns. Tajikistan, Turkestansky Mts. Range, Jangiaryk 
River, 1900 m, 27. vii. 2010, A. Sochivko leg. Figs. 3, 3a: PT ♀, ups., uns., same data as HT. Fig. 4: PT ♀, ups., same data as HT. Fig. 5: Egg of P. ch. platon 
on a stone, Sarkat River valley. Fig. 6: Corydalis schelesnowiana Rgl. & Schmalh. 1881, larval host plant, Sarkat River.

Plate 2: several subspecies of Parnassius charltonius for comparison. Fig. 7: P. ch. romanovi, ♂, PLT: [in Sheljuzhko’s hand:] princeps, Honr. ♂, Aram-
Kungei, Trans-Alai, Gr[um]-Gr[shimailo], 10. vii. [18]86, [and printed:] e coll. Deckert, coll. L. Sheljuzhko. Fig. 8: P. ch. romanovi, ♀, TPT: S. Kyrgyzstan, 
Transalai Mts., Aram-Kungei, 16. vii. 1994, 3500 m, A. Sochivko  leg. Fig. 9: P. ch. vaporosus, ♂: Tajikistan, W. Pamirs, Rushan Mts., Bishkun-Dara R., 
Porshnev vill. vicin., 17. vii. 1993, 3800 m, B. Khramov leg. Fig. 10: P. ch. vaporosus, ♀: same loc., 27. vii. 1997, B. Khramov leg. Fig. 11: P. ch. eugenia, 
♀, HT: Tajikistan, Muksu R., 15. viii. 2007, O. Pak leg. Fig. 12: P. ch. eugenia, ♂, PT: same loc., 15. viii. 2009, S. Saluk leg. Fig. 13: P. ch. sochivkoi, ♂: S. 
Kyrgyzstan, Alai Mts., Kadamzhai distr., Eki-Daban R. (Aksu R. trib.), 26. vii. 2009, 3000 m, A. Sochivko leg. Fig. 14: P. ch. sochivkoi, ♀: same data. Fig. 
15: P. ch. varvara, ♂, PT: Kyrgyzstan, Inner Tian Shan, Dzhaman-Too Mts., Karasu R., 24. vii. 2008, 2900 m, S. Churkin, V. Pletnev & S. Saluk leg. Fig. 
16: P. ch. varvara, ♀, PT: same data. Fig. 17: P. ch. ljudmilae, ♂, PT: W. Tajikistan, Ghissar Mts., upper stream of Diakhan-Dara R., 40 km N Shakhrinav 
vill., 3700 m, 10. viii. 1989, L. Kaabak leg. Fig. 18: P. ch. ljudmilae, ♀, PT: same loc., 13. viii. 1989, L. Kaabak leg. Fig. 19: P. ch. aenigma, ♂ TPT, ex pupa: 
S. Kyrgyzstan, Nura vill. vicin., Koksu and Kyzylsu RR. confl., 1. viii. 2004, 2850 m, A. Sochivko leg.; hatched 22. vi. 2005, Moscow, Russia. Fig. 20: P. ch. 
aenigma, ♀ TPT, ex pupa: same loc., 2. viii. 2004, 2850 m, A. Sochivko leg.; hatched 15. v. 2005, Moscow, Russia. — All photos A. Sochivko. Specimens 
approximately to the same size and only slightly smaller than natural size; in Plate 2 slightly smaller than in Plate 1.
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shaped) inner side — from P. ch. aenigma; by the wide 
and smooth (not archshaped) submarginal band — 
from all other subspecies except P. ch. ljud mi lae; by 
the well developed postdiscal band which comes in 
contact with the lower discal spot in the ma jority of 
♂♂ — from all other subspecies; by the shape of the 
upper discal spot which is widened to wards the costal 
vein — from all other subspecies ex cept P. ch. ljudmilae 
and P. ch. eugenia (in addition, the contours of this 
spot are vague in the latter sub spe cies);

•	 the degradation of some postdiscal spots on hw. ups. — 
from all other subspecies except P. ch. eugenia;

•	 the characteristic pattern of the hw. posterior ocellus 
M: by its obvious split into two parts by black stripe 
along vein M2 in ♂♂ — from all other subspecies (only 
in P. ch. romanovi there is the same tendency); by only 
one white pupil in this spot in most of spe ci mens of 
both sexes — from P. ch. ljudmilae, P. ch. ae nig ma and 
P. ch. sochivkoi (in these taxa the second small white 
pupil is almost always present in both ♂♂ and ♀♀); 
by distinct contours and the size of this white pupil — 
from P. ch. romanovi, P. ch. eugenia and P. ch. varvara 
(in these taxa it is small and blur red); by the thin 
black rim of this spot at its external side — from P. ch. 
ljudmilae (it is unusually thick in this taxon); by the 
proximal toothshaped protrusion of the posterior 
ocellus M on hw. uns. — from all other subspecies 
except these 3: in P. ch. eugenia this pro trusion is 
absent or less developed, in P. ch. var va ra it is more 
developed and slightly curved like a bird’s beak, and in 
P. ch. aenigma it is abnormally de ve lop ed and clearly 
Vshaped;

•	 the shaded carmine hue of the hw. postdiscal spots — 
from all other subspecies except P. ch. ljudmilae. It is 
worth to note that the difference in colour gradation 
in some subspecies can serve as an obvious taxono
mic al feature. The tinge of the spots of 3 taxa, P. ch. 
so chivkoi, P. ch. varvara and P. ch. eugenia, is deep scar
let; in ♂♂ of P. ch. romanovi it is also deep scarlet but 
in ♀♀ is usually light scarlet or even vermilion (orangy 
red); the same spots in P. ch. vaporosus are fad ed, 
fulvousvermilion. Finally, both sexes of P. ch. ae nigma 
are decorated with contrasting, brightcar mine spots.

For more detailed description of all subspecies, see 
Churkin (2009).

Distribution and biology

P. ch. platon inhabits a small territory from the Sarkat 
River basin in the East (Kyrgyzstan) to the Jangiaryk 
River basin in the West (Tajikistan).

The biotope is located at record low altitudes for P. char
ltonius: 1500–1900  m. The imagines are on the wing 
dur ing July — annually in approximately equal quan
ti ties of specimens, a phenomenon not known for any 
other population in the ro ma no vi subspeciesgroup. Life 
conditions for the new sub spe cies are definitely unique 
in its ecological niche: population success bene fits from 

the warm, mild climate and un li mit ed food resources. 
The but ter flies prefer the con glo me rate walls and loa my 
cliffs over the river, and some can also be seen high
er, at the ro cky protrusions in the middle zone of the 
mountains.

Until 2002 the lower boundary for the species P. charl to
nius was believed to be at 3000–3200 m (the po pu la tion 
from Dugoba River, Yardan village, can now be treat ed 
as P. ch. sochivkoi). Later the outstanding sub species P. 
ch. aenigma was described from the lower al titude of 
2800–2900  m. In the period 2005–2008 we ob ser ved 
P. charltonius at the same altitudes in the west ern part 
of the Alai Mts., on the northern macro slopes, in the 
vicinity of the town of Aidarken. Finally, in 2008 we found 
the eggs of P. charltonius among the plants of Corydalis 
heterophylla Mikhailova 1982 in the Osh dis trict, in the 
AkBuura River canyon, at 2000 m, which seem ed to be 
a record low altitude level. The ima gin es, how ever, were 
not observed lower than ca. 2500–2600 m before.

The observed larval hostplant of P. ch. platon is Co ry da
lis sche les nowiana Rgl. & Schmalh. 1881. The Corydalis 
plants grow abundantly in the habitats of these but ter
flies; growing along local watersheds down to the alti
tude of 1100 m, although the evidence of P. charltonius 
was not found there.

Concluding remarks

The common features with other subspecies support 
the idea, that in the past, before the rapid growth of 
the PamirAlai and the glaciation periods, they lived in 
the shared area of the Middle Asian macropopulation 
of P. charl tonius or its ancestral form (Kreuzberg 1993, 
Chur kin 2009). We can now clearly see the segregation 
of populations, their morphological and behavioral 
specific features, and often the hostplant specialization 
(Mi khailova & Sochivko 2011). Probably, some po pu la
tions still exchange genes (Churkin 2009), but the zoo
geo graphical research suggests total isolation of the fol
low ing taxa: P. ch. ljudmilae, P. ch. varvara, P. ch. ae nig ma, 
and, most likely, P. ch. platon. The observed al ti tudes 
of the inhabitated biotopes (at 1500–1900  m) al most 
surely prevent contact with the neighboring po pu la
tions eastward and southeastward, where the climate 
is go verned by the Matcha MountainKnot with its lar ge 
territory of glaciers, and where the mountains be come 
higher and colder. Southwards from the type lo ca li ty the 
migration paths are blocked by the mighty bar rier of the 
Turkestansky range. We may hypothesise that evidence 
of a movement of P. ch. platon across the Ghis sarAlai 
will be found in future from the western side. Here 
the predominant flow of hot and dry air mas ses from 
the deserts of KyzylKum and KaraKum and the lower 
absolute altitudes make mountains po ten ti al ly more 
attractive for thermophilic animals and plants.
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